
Why upgrading to Canvas 12 makes sense.

Technical Illustration & Enhancement
Apply traditional raster image effects on vector objects

Edit images at the pixel level

Work in a double floating point, 64-point coordinate system

Create projects up to 2000 by 2000 miles in size

Access inks, strokes, arrows, and dashes from one central location

Create visuals from both raw and technical data

Trace color and grayscale images

Control alignment and distribution of objects

View and quickly edit the X/Y coordinates of individual path 
points in all common vector object shapes

Create unique shapes using image masks

Create a 3D embossed image using any 2D illustration, image, or 
text object

Trace black & white images

Align and distribute in relation to a key object

Scientific imaging features

Add, create and organize symbols with the Symbol Pen

Fill or color the intersections of multiple vector objects

Quickly and intuitively rejoin segmented objects into a singular 
object

Accurately scale simple or composite vector objects based on 
area or perimeter values

View an object’s geometric attributes in a spreadsheet-like grid
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Use this chart to quickly compare versions of Canvas. 
Feature for feature, it’s easy to see why you’ll want to 
upgrade to the latest version, Canvas 12, to handle all 
your technical illustration and graphic needs. 

Canvas 9 Canvas X Canvas 11 Canvas 12

Workflow Integration

Import, view and save projects in 100+ file formats

Support for 8, 16, and 32 bit image data per channel/per pixel

Support for industry standard DICOM format files

Display area in Acreage

Keep track of selected objects and tools and display the most 
relevant customization options

Print virtually any document into Canvas for further enhancement 
and export (Windows only)

Include ActiveX controls within Canvas files 

Leverage Corel and Visio content
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Workflow Integration (Continued)
Work with CGM data in compliance with ATA and PIP standards

Study seismic data in CGM files

Access real-time help and information, anytime

Seamlessly work with AutoCAD®-DXF/DWG 3D object files

Preserve PNG transparency during import

Open drawings created in AutoCAD® 2007, Microsoft® Office 2007 
and Adobe Photoshop® CS

Import RAW files from digital cameras

Compatible with Windows ®7

Compatible with Windows Vista ®

Utilize CGM4 file support including WebCGM

Import and export an object’s exact geometry with the new 
Geometric I/O feature, allowing for powerful integration with 
Microsoft® Excel® and specialized software

Import and export text file representations of vector objects

Access digital photo images’ EXIF metadata properties

Easily navigate within multiple page documents
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Publishing, Presenting & Collaborating
Share projects in secure Canvas, PDF, Web, print and presentation 
formats

Access professional publishing tools to edit, proof and annotate 
with ease

Professionally print documents with crop and registration marks, 
set print areas, and interactive and color separation previews

Fast track with illustration, publication, animation and 
presentation document templates

Easily export to PDF

Quickly and easily create rich data flowcharts with flexibility

Collaborate with colleagues using a host of markup tools and 
objects

Password protect and encrypt sensitive documents and projects

Export to many formats at once (BMP, CGM, GIF, JPG, PCX, Adobe® 
PDF, PNG, TGA, and TIF)

Add hyperlinks to graphics, images or text, and then export your 
documents to Adobe® PDF or HTML with links intact
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